Determine the Class MODE

What is the class size?

Under 35*
- Course serves high-priority in-person on-campus constituency
  - Yes
    - Physical classroom/lab presence
    - Teaching in a mask
    - Students masked/distanced at all times
  - No
    - Some students attend class on campus, some attend remotely
      - Yes
        - Students can learn simultaneously from a distance or in the classroom
        - Classroom technology available for local + remote learning
      - No
        - All aspects of course delivered remotely
        - Exams administered remotely
        - Interactions through Sakai, Zoom, etc.

More than 35
- All students will learn remotely
  - Yes
    - All attendance must occur at specific weekly dates/times
      - Yes
        - Possible synchronous attendance for certain assignments or activities
      - No
        - Weekly scheduled synchronous class meetings
  - No
    - Some sessions will need to be at specific dates/times
      - Yes
        - Activities completed at flexible times within the course schedule
        - Asynchronous interaction via forums or other tools
        - Class content delivered asynchronously via video, Sakai, etc.
        - Final exam available at flexible times within the exam window
      - No
        - All work can be completed at flexible times

MODE 1
- In Person, On-Campus

MODE 2
- In Person, On-Campus + Remote Learners

MODE 3
- Synchronous Remote

MODE 4
- Mostly Asynchronous Remote

MODE 5
- All Asynchronous Remote

*Under this scenario, campus would be able to accommodate a number of courses with enrollment of 35-50. Please contact your chair if you have a course with 35-50 students that should be considered for in-person, on-campus instruction.